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Introduction 

 

One commonly used way to estimate the size of a population is to link the individuals 

from two or more registers, and then estimate the missed part of the population via 

capture-recapture methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Three registers of Statistics Netherlands have 

been linked to estimate the number of usual residents in the Netherlands. Usual residence 

is defined as the individuals that are staying in the Netherlands for longer than a year [6]. 

The three registers used are the Dutch Population Register (PR), an employee register 

(ER) and a crime suspects register (CSR). We are interested in usual residence as defined 

by a residence duration of longer than a year in the Netherlands, for which we need a 

measure of residence duration. We can deduce residence duration for the PR and the ER. 

In the PR we have a date of registration that can be used as a PR residence duration. In 

the ER we can use joblengths to estimate the residence duration. However, for the CSR 

we cannot deduce residence duration and another method has to be used. 

When considering incomplete categorical data, EM algorithms to complete the 

categorical datasets are commonly used [4, 7]. In this project, both the EM algorithm as 

well as multiple imputation have been used to complete missing data [8, 9, 10]. Since the 

missing variable residence duration will be used as a covariate to estimate the usual 

residence under capture-recapture models, we need to know which imputation method is 

best. The two different imputation techniques used are the Expectation Maximization 

(EM) algorithm [9] and Predictive Mean Matching (PMM) by means of multiple 

imputation using chained equations [11].  

 

Methods 

 The PMM imputation was conducted via the program MICE in R [11]. We used 

the people that are registered in the ER but not in the PR (ERnPR) as donor for the 

residence duration for the CSRnPRxER. We have chosen this subpopulation because we 

assume that the ERnPR population will best resemble the individuals that are only in the 

PR. We are aware that this is a heavy assumption and that there is a chance this 

assumption is false. However, no other source is available to impute residence duration 

for the individuals only in the CSR. Additionally, we cannot draw a parallel between 

those registered in the PR and not registered in the PR, because this assumption is less 

likely than the CSR individuals to resemble the non-CSR ER individuals'.  

In earlier research the EM algorithm has been used to complete an incomplete 

table with expected values according to a prespecified loglinear model [4, 7, 9]. Partially 

observed covariates occur when a covariate is only present in one register and not the 

other, and are usually ignored because they lead to missing data in one or more registers. 

However, not only can ignoring such a covariate lead to biased estimated [4, 7], we also 

need this covariate to estimate the usual residents of the Netherlands.  
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Using the package CAT in R we can complete categorical data that deal with 

missing cells, enabling the use of partially observed covariates in our analyses. The 

donor population here is the rest of the dataset that is fully observed. This also means that 

individuals in the PR will be used to impute the partially observed residence duration in 

the CSR. As we specified above, the CSRnPRxER population will probably more closely 

resemble the ERnPR population. Thus using also the PR population to impute the 

partially observed covariate may give biased results, and may give a higher estimate of 

the usual residents.  

 

Table. 1. Observed values for the three registers. 

  CSR CSR Total 

PR ER 1 2  

1 1 2,115 259,804 261,919 

1 2 4,862 350,551 355,413 

2 1 355 112,529 112,884 

2 2 5,087   0 5,087 

 Total 12,419 722,884 735,303 

 

Table 1 shows the observed values for the linked registers. The zero cell in the table is a 

structural zero and has to be estimated and divided into usual residents and non-usual 

residents. This zero cell will be estimated via capture-recapture. To that end a Poisson 

loglinear model with a log link will be fit using generalised linear model (GLM) in the 

software R. The function STEP in R then selects the best fitting model. To prevent that 

we overfit the model, we search for a model that fits the data well and is as parsimonious 

as possible with the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). When the sample size is large 

the BIC criterion has a larger penalty for the number of parameters in the model than the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and therefore leads to more parsimonious models. 

Four covariates were used in the loglinear model: Nationality group, age, sex and 

usual residence. Nationality group has 8 categories: (1) EU15 (excl.  Netherlands) (2) 

Polish (3) Other EU (4) Other western (5) Turkish, Moroccan, Antillean, Surinam (6) 

Iraqi, Iranian, Afghan, asylum seeker countries Africa (7) Other Balkan, former Soviet 

Union, other Asian, Latin American, and (8) not mentioned elsewhere. The countries are 

clustered according to likely migration motives, migration legislation, regulations of the 

PR and size. For age, we use four categories:  (1) 15-24 (2) 25-34 (3) 35-49 and (4) 50-

64 years of age. Sex has the categories (1) male and (2) female [10]. 

  The number of records in the CSR that cannot be linked to the two other registers 

is very large. 37% percent of the individuals registered in the CSR but not in the PR and 

ER were missing a large amount of linkage information, such that they could not be 

linked. There are also erroneous captures, because in this cell, persons who do not live in 

the Netherlands are captured because they have committed a crime. The experts we 

consulted were not able to give estimates for the number of “criminal tourists”. In order 

to investigate the effect of both reasons we simulate that 10%,20% or 30% of the 

unlinked persons in the CSR is a criminal tourist. 

 

Results 

Results can be found in Table. 2 and Table. 3. Table 2 shows estimates of the 

total population size after 0, 10, 20 and 30 percent has been taken off the CSRnPRxER 

individuals. Totals are provided for both the PMM as well as the EM imputed dataset. As 

can be seen from this table the number of estimated usual residents is lower for the PMM 

imputed data than for the EM imputed data. Also, given a constant 10% reduction seems 

to have less of an impact on the PMM imputed data than on the EM imputed data.  
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Table 2. The estimates for the missed portion of the population. The first three columns 

show the estimates after a PMM imputation, the last three columns show the estimates 

after an EM imputation. 

 PMM  EM 

 Total n > 1 year < 1year  Total n > 1 year < 1year 

No reduction 868.503 262.045 606.458  902.024 416.032 485.993 

10% reduction 777.617 234.285 543.332  805.212 371.788 433.724 

20% reduction 679.362 203.027 476.335  687.680 319.958 367.722 

30% reduction 594.774 176.181 418.593  477.636 219.070 258.566 

 

Table 3 shows the estimates for the population size estimate for the 8 nationality groups, 

split out over the number of people estimated to reside longer and shorter than a year in 

the Netherlands. The difference between the PMM and the EM imputed estimates can be 

clearly seen.  

 

Table 3. Estimates for the missed portion of the population per nationality group, after a 

reduction of 30% on the CSRnPRxER cell.  

 

 PMM EM 

European Union 130.839 55.944 74.895 145.048 82.341 62.707 

Polish 233.385 57.187 176.198 186.300 80.122 106.178 

Other Europe 161.555 34.559 126.996 91.064 30.861 60.204 

Other Western 15.476 4.938 10.538 9.620 3.989 5.631 

Turky and Morocco 2.587 1.553 1.034 2.294 1.480 815 

Afghan, Iraq, Iran. 7.487 4.601 2.886 4.529 3.091 1.438 

Other Balkan, Asian 35.286 13.220 22.066 22.365 9.911 12.454 

Middle East 8.159 4.179 3.980 16.415 7.274 9.141 

       Total 594.774 176.181 418.593 477.636 219.070 258.566 

 

The EM imputation gives higher estimates than the PMM imputations. This is to be 

expected since for the EM imputation we use the distribution of the known observed 

values on residence duration of the PR and the ER on the unknown categories of 

residence duration for the CSRnPRxER. However, since it is  conceivable that the 

CSRnPRxER population resides shorter in the Netherlands than those that are registered 

in the PR, and even the ER, using those registered in both the PR as well as the ER as 

donors to fill the unobserved residence duration values of the CSRnPRxER population 

might result in more usual residents than is the case.  

 Given our considerations on the 37% of the CSRnPRxER population that could 

not be linked, we assume that the 30% reduction in this cell we think it is most probable 

that most of these unlinkables will not belong to the population. Additionally, because of 

the considerations on the donor population, we assume that the estimated resulting from 

the PMM imputed data are more reliable than those resulting from the EM imputed data. 

Thus our missed portion of the population, that reside in the Netherlands for longer than 

a year are 176.181 individuals.   

 

Conclusions 

We have seen that the EM imputation gives a higher estimate of the missed portion of the 

population than when we impute via PMM. This is to be expected due to the nature of the 

EM imputation, where we impute the unknown values with the known values of also the 

PR registered individuals. However, it is conceivable that the PR registered individuals 
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reside longer in the Netherlands, or plan to do so, hence they register themselves in the 

PR. In the PMM imputation, we do not use the PR registered individuals to impute the 

values of residence duration for the CSR population that have not been linked to either 

the PR or the ER. Here we used the ER registered individuals that cannot be linked to the 

PR to impute the residence duration of the CSR.  

 Additionally, the PMM imputation has been shown to be more robust also to 

erroneous captures, whereas the EM imputed dataset showed a much bigger change when 

erroneous captures were introduced. This can probably for the large part be attributed to 

the different donor populations. When data for covariates are missing researchers should 

take into consideration which imputation technique works best on their specific missing 

data. Even though the EM imputation is commonly used to complete incomplete 

categorical data, in our case the PMM imputation seems to give a more plausible 

population size estimate of the missed part of the population. Additionally, PMM has an 

advantage in being more flexible when choosing the donor population  
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